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We evaluated the performance of the empirical management procedure (MP2) using the updated 
operating model (reference set and robustness trials). In order to meet management targets, TACs need to 
be increased steadily and substantially under the updated reference set, and the MP behavior is different 
from that under the previous reference set used at the 2010 ESC meeting. This is because the updated 
operating model estimates a very productive stock at present due to higher steepness and recent good 
recruitments. Tuning options, particularly regarding the maximum allowable change of TAC, would need 
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The first meeting of the CCSBT Strategy and Fisheries Management Working Group (SFMWG) 
held in 2009 confirmed that development of a Management Procedure (MP) would be finalized in 
2010 for the implementation in 2012. However, the Extended Commission (EC) meeting held in 
2010 did not reach an agreement of a final MP, and in addition requested the Extended Scientific 
Committee (ESC) to conduct a new stock assessment and to re-evaluate candidate MPs in 2011. 
 In this document, we evaluate the performance of a candidate MP (MP2; HK7) under the 
updated operating model. MP2 calculates a TAC based on the trend of a longline CPUE index along 
with the current ratio of the aerial survey index to a target. 
Projection conditions and robustness trials 
For this exercise, we have used the projection program “sbtprojv119.exe” (distributed on 13 June 
2011) and conditioning results obtained using a conditioning program “sbtmod24.exe” (distributed 
on 31 May 2011). A set of conditioning results (basehupsqrt.grid) distributed by the responsible 
Panel member was tentatively used as the updated reference set for this analysis. Default options for 
testing MPs were determined in inter-sessional discussions regarding tuning options (70% in 2035 or 
2040; the so-called tuning options 2 or 5), a maximum allowable change of the TAC (3000t or 
5000t), an implementation time lag (1 year), a TAC change frequency (every three years) and an 
initial TAC reduction (Table 1). Consequently, four runs with different options were conducted to 
evaluate MP performance. The catch allocation for each fleet was based on nominal allocations 
except for Japan=3000t (i.e., option 2). MPs were tuned to within ±1% of the tuning level (i.e., 70 ± 
1%). 
 A set of 24 robustness trials was established tentatively based on inter-sessional discussion. 
We conducted calculations for all these trials, but in this document we show results for the following 
five robustness trials only, as these had greater impacts on results, particularly for the more 
pessimistic scenarios: lowR, STwin, omega75, upq, updownq. 
Specification of HK7 (MP2) 
HK7 (“Hiroyuki Kurota ver. 7”) determines a TAC from the two candidate TACs: one calculated 
using the CPUE trend (slope) for age 4+ over the most recent years (δTACcpue), and the other using 
the AS (aerial survey) index over the most recent years (δTACaerial) (Kurota et al., 2010). 
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where 
 λ is the slope of the regression of ln ( CPUEiI ) against year (from y - τcpue - 1 to y - 2), 
k1, k2, and γcpue are control parameters governing the TAC derived from the CPUE trend, 
AS
iI  is the aerial survey index in year y, 
τas is the time-period over which the mean of the AS index is calculated, 
mmax, mmin are the upper and lower limit for δTAC
cpue and δTACaerial , and 
αas, βas, γas are control parameters governing the TAC derived from the AS index. 
 
These candidates for the TAC change for each year are combined as follows: 
 
 1 1 1min ,cpue aerialy y y yTAC TAC TAC TAC      
 
When the TAC change computed from the above equation (|TACy+1-TACy|) is less than 100t and TACy 
is more than 1000t, the TAC is not changed to prevent very small TAC changes (i.e., TACy+1 = TACy). 
In this analysis, two minor aspects that do not influence final results were changed from the previous 
formulation: (1) setting the upper and lower limit for δTACcpue to the same extent as δTACaerial and 
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(2) including data from 2011 in defining AStar. 
αas is the main tuning parameter. Default parameter values (except for k2) used for the MP 
(originally called as HK7_29b at 2010 ESC) are τcpue = 7, k1 = 1.5, γcpue = 1.0, τas = 3, βas = 1.5, γas = 
1.0, mmax = 1.5, and mmin = 0.5. For the run 4 incorporating an initial TAC reduction in 2012-4 (Table 
1), the TAC for 2015-7 which is the first set was determined based on the TAC in 2011 (9449t), 
rather than the TAC in 2012-4 (3000t), to allow as quick a TAC increase as possible. 
Responsiveness to the upward CPUE slope (the k2 parameter) was set at 2.0 for the 
original MP2 (HK7_29b). However, when this low value was used for the updated operating model 
results (basehupsqrt.grid), projection results were very optimistic, i.e., the stock biomass would 
increase substantially and quickly to exceed the management objective in 2035, even if TAC was 
increased at the maximum rate under the default parameter values. Therefore, in this study, values of 
k2 were set at 5.0 and 10.0 so that the MP can be more reactive when increasing the TAC when the 
CPUE trend is upward. 
At the 2010 ESC meeting, this MP was constrained by a “cap” to prevent a TAC increase 
in 2013-5, so as to provide steady stock recovery with a higher probability (CCSBT 2010). However, 
preliminary analyses showed that this cap often would make it difficult to achieve the management 
target because it prevents an early TAC increase, and consequently the stock recovers beyond the 
target. Accordingly we have examined performance of MP both with and without the TAC cap in this 
analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
Tuning success relating to the maximum TAC change 
Tuning for the runs 1, 2 and 4 (Table 1) was very difficult within the realistic range of parameter 
values used for this analysis. This is because the stock biomass recovers too far beyond the 
management target and any TAC increase is not fast enough to slow this biomass increase 
sufficiently. The maximum allowable change in the TAC heavily restricts the behaviors of the MPs, 
and in the case of a 3000t limit, TACs are not allowed to increase sufficiently, particularly in the 
early years, to be able to achieve the management target. For the updated reference set, a cap of at 
least 5000t might be necessary on the maximum TAC change to allow MPs having different 
behaviors to be better compared. 
The initial TAC reduction (run 4) contributed to earlier and steadier stock recovery, but 
allowed the stock to recover too quickly in terms of the tuning target (Table 1). 
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General pattern of TAC change 
When the MP can be tuned to the management target as indicated by blue shading in Table 1, TACs 
increase steadily and substantially under the updated reference set in most realisations (Figure 1). 
This pattern of TAC change is quite different from that under the previous reference set, where the 
TACs were expected to decline in the near future, and then following the stock recovery to increase 
later. This reflects the fact that the updated operating model is more optimistic because of its higher 
steepness values and good recent recruitments (Sakai et al., 2011). In particular, this MP increases 
TACs substantially in the late 2010s, because longline CPUEs, followed by the spawning biomass, 
recover more dramatically due to the higher recruitments occurring over 2005-2010. After that, the 
increase rate of TAC becomes lower because the magnitude of the CPUE trends reduces. Finally 
TACs would reach around 30000t in 2040. 
Tuning year 
Comparison between the results for run 3 (Figures 1 and 2) and run 3b (which was formulated 
tentatively by the authors to allow further consideration of the tuning year; Table 1, Figures 3 and 
4) indicates that the tuning year (2035 vs 2040) does not appreciably influence MP behaviors. This 
feature is different from results under the previous reference set, where the future TAC trajectories 
did depend on the tuning year. Under the updated reference set, MP2 leads to a lower limit for the 
spawning stock biomass (e.g., 10 percentile of SSB) which is flat after the 2030s. 
Variation in MP behaviors 
In run 3 with a 5000t limit on TAC changes, MPs were able to be tuned by setting different values 
for the responsiveness to CPUE slope (i.e. k2 values) with and without the TAC cap (Figure 1; 
except the leftmost panel). These four results show that (1) the higher k2 led to TACs which are 
rather too variable, and (2) MPs with the TAC cap increase TACs more steadily initially, and with 
little probability of a TAC reduction afterwards. 
Robustness trials 
The following five scenarios amongst the robustness trials showed rather characteristic (pessimistic 
in most cases) results compared to the reference set: lowR, STwin, Omega75, upq, and updownq 
(Figures 2 and 4). In particular, STwin (using alternative CPUE series) and Omega75 led to the 
most pessimistic future projections, though results for even these two scenarios are much more 
optimistic than for previous OMs (Figures 5 and 6). In general, however, MP 2 deals well with 
these five scenarios; it increases the stock biomass steadily, even for the two most pessimistic 
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scenarios, by changing TACs in an appropriate direction. In this sense, MP 2 would be quite robust 
to different model assumptions and input data under the updated operating model. 
Exploration of different forms of MP2 
There was some concern about using the CPUE slope rather than a target in MP2, because MP2 
sometimes takes catch to a very low level in the later years and keeps it there, even in the case of an 
increasing SSB (CCSBT, 2010). However, this behavior was hardly evident in this analysis using the 
updated operating model, because TACs do not have to be reduced to very low levels. Nonetheless, 
we preliminarily modified MP2 by incorporating concept of a CPUE target with several methods 
(e.g., simply setting a target by the same way as for the aerial survey index). In general, however, 
setting an appropriate target was difficult for the updated operating model, because TACs should be 
increased by setting a very low target (even lower than the current CPUE level) despite the current 
low stock level (i.e., 5% of SSB0). This low target also increases TACs too much in later years (i.e., 
it overshoots), because this type of MP does not have a chance to reduce TACs until CPUEs become 
lower than the very low target. In this context, the CPUE slope is likely to provide rather better 
information to control TACs robustly than the target under the updated operating model, though this 
feature might be situation-dependent. 
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Table 1. Summary table of options for MP testing and control parameter values used for MP2 
variants examined in this document. The blue-shaded variants reflect that tuning was successful in 
meeting the associated criteria (also see Figures 1 and 3), whereas “x” indicates a tuning failure, 
and the probability in the parenthesis afterwards is the minimum probability of achievement of 
management goal under the conditions (where as=0.01 is virtually equivalent to no TAC reduction 

























3000 NO 2 ON
RUN 1 3000 2035 NO 70%
HK7a2_3000 3000 2035 NO x (83%) 10 ON 0.01
HK7a3_3000 1, 2 3000 2035 NO 70% 10 OFF 0.66
HK7a6_3000 3000 2035 NO x (85%) 5 ON 0.01
HK7a5_3000 3000 2035 NO x (75%) 5 OFF 0.01
RUN 2 3000 2040 NO 70%
HK7a2_3000 3000 2040 NO x (87%) 10 ON 0.01
HK7a3_3000 3000 2040 NO x (72%) 10 OFF 0.01
HK7a6_3000 3000 2040 NO x (89%) 5 ON 0.01
HK7a5_3000 3000 2040 NO x (81%) 5 OFF 0.01
RUN3 5000 2035 NO 70%
HK7a2_5000 1, 2 5000 2035 NO 70% 10 ON 0.7
HK7a3_5000 1, 2 5000 2035 NO 70% 10 OFF 0.96
HK7a6_5000 1, 2, 5 5000 2035 NO 70% 5 ON 0.6
HK7a5_5000 1, 2, 6 5000 2035 NO 70% 5 OFF 0.8
RUN3b 5000 2040 NO 70%
HK7a2_5000 3, 4 5000 2040 NO 70% 10 ON 0.68
HK7a3_5000 3, 4 5000 2040 NO 70% 10 OFF 0.93
HK7a6_5000 3, 4 5000 2040 NO 70% 5 ON 0.5
HK7a5_5000 3, 4 5000 2040 NO 70% 5 OFF 0.76
RUN4 3000 2035 YES 70%
HK7a3_3000 3000 2035 YES x (98%) 10 OFF 0.01
HK7a3_5000 5000 2035 YES x (88%) 10 OFF 0.01 mmax =2.0
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Figure 1. Time trajectory plot for catch and stock biomass for the reference set. The shaded regions 
represent range between the 10 percentile and 90 percentile of the 2000 simulations for five MPs 
under runs 1 and 3, where the tuning year is 2035. The thick bulleted line represents the median and 




Figure 2. Comparison of MP performance for the reference set and the robustness trials, showing the 





Figure 3. Time trajectory plot for catch and stock biomass for the reference set. The shaded regions 
represent range between the 10 percentile and 90 percentile of the 2000 simulations for four MPs 
under run 3b, where the tuning year is 2040. The thick bulleted line represents the median and the 




Figure 4. Comparison of MP performance for the reference set and the robustness trials, showing the 




Figure 5. Time trajectory plot for catch and stock biomass of HK7a6_5000 (run 3) for the reference 
set and five robustness trials. The shaded regions represent range between the 10 percentile and 90 
percentile of the 2000 simulations. The thick bulleted line represents the median and the individual 




Figure 6. Time trajectory plot for catch and stock biomass of HK7a5_5000 (run 3) for the reference 
set and five robustness trials. The shaded regions represent range between the 10 percentile and 90 
percentile of the 2000 simulations. The thick bulleted line represents the median and the individual 
lines represent a sample of the different realizations. 
 
 
 
